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Meet Amy

26 year old lawyer in New York City
 Salary of $145,000/year
 After taxes, some HSA, and some

401K, Amy takes home $7300/month
 Rent: $2300
 Cable and utilities: $250
 Subway, cabs: $250
 Student loans: $500

 That leaves her with $4000/month to
spend.  Amy feels well-off.



Where does her money go?

 Amy’s not totally sure
 Meals, drinks, weekends
 Shopping
 Purchases for her apartment

 She charges about $2500 per
month to her card, but she
never carries a balance

 She doesn’t save very much beyond
her 401k, though she feels she could



Amy feels good about not carrying balances,
like she used to not so long ago.

But she feels bad about not saving more.  She
wants to ramp up her saving, but she doesn’t

quite know how to get that ball rolling.

Her financial challenge is clear to her:  Taking
that next savings step.



As a credit provider and financial services
firm our challenge is also clear:

For a young person, Amy has a lot of money.
But we’re not making much money on her,

because she doesn’t carry balances AND she
doesn’t save.



Win-Win Opportunity:
We help Amy take the next step

with savings, in a way that is both
simple and automatic.



How?

Leverage our existing
relationship as Amy’s
credit provider to create
a savings channel

 We have a comparative advantage:  Since Amy
is already sending us money every month, there
is less hassle for her in establishing a savings
relationship with us than in finding and starting
an alternative relationship.



The Plan

 For Amy, we offer:
 Sign up for direct automatic payment of a fixed

$2800 into her credit card account
 This covers typical charges of $2500
 Any overages in a month are billed separately
 Every month, the difference between total

charges and $2800 is put aside into a savings
account

 At year end, accumulated savings are
transferred to a brokerage account



Multiple benefits, for both the
customer and the credit card

provider.



Benefits for the Customer

 Gets the ball rolling
 Easy to start this savings plan

 Avoids transaction costs and hassle of finding and
starting a new financial relationship

 “Diminishing sensitivity” softens any start-up pain
 To Amy, the difference between $2500

and $2800 feels like less than a separate $300



Benefits for the Customer

 Convenience
 There is now one less – not

one more – bill to pay
 A single set of statements
 Easy budgeting of a fixed

monthly payment



Benefits for the Customer

 Self-control
 Fixed payment amount acts as a “soft cap”

on spending
 Special overage bills make overspending

more painful



Benefits for the Customer

 Framing reinforces motivation
 Daily decisions are no longer “buy” or “don’t buy”
 Instead, it’s a matter of “don’t buy this and thus

save the money for other things”



Benefits for the Customer

 Keeps the ball rolling
 Automatic, fixed monthly payments mean that

savings is “built in”
 Year-over-year, automatic increases in savings

amount can be encouraged    
or even built in
 a la Save More Tomorrow



Benefits for the Provider

 More Transactions
 Regularly scheduled monthly payments are

greater than typical levels
 Some additional consumption could result

 “House money” effects since bill is paid
anyway

 Customer has strong motivation to continue
using this card



Benefits for the Provider

 Money under Management
 Revenues from holding savings

 Supplements low earnings from consumers who
carry no balances

 Ability to funnel customer into specific
brokerage accounts every year-end



Benefits for the Provider

 Customer Relationship
 Early (and likely first-mover) access to

consumers who are likely to become
increasingly affluent

I  ♥ my
credit card
provider!!
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Plan Recap
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Substantial savings happens easily and
automatically through the existing credit card

relationship.
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